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   Flow Coating 
• Higher amplitude yields larger range of velocities resulting 


























• Electric fields enable particles in solution to self-organize 
• Higher voltage creates stronger organization 
• Higher concentration decreases particle spacing 
• Flow coating allows particles to self-organize in close-
packed structure 
• Higher vibration amplitude increases the range of effective 
blade velocities 
 
   Future Work 
• Study further parameters 
• Combine methods 
• Scalable deposition with controllable particle spacing 
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   Enhancement of Photovoltaics 
 
Thin film solar cells are often praised for their limited material 
needs, light weight, and potential for flexibility.  But because of 
their small physical  and optical thickness, much of the light passes 
straight through.  Surface modifications are a simple and 
inexpensive method of increasing optical thickness and aiding light 











   Surface Modification 
 
Dielectrophoretic Assembly 
• Apply AC electric field to particles in solution2 
 
         











• Blade draws a meniscus across vibrating substrate3 
 
        
   Colloid Deposition 
 
Dielectrophoretic Assembly 
• Higher concentration solution yields closer spacing 
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Figure 1.  Plasmonic geometries include metal nanoparticles (a) on top, (b) embedded at 
the junction, or (c) on the back surface of the device.  Image taken from (1). 
Figure 2.  Diagram of dielectrophoretic assembly setup and image of setup in use. 
Figure 3.  Diagram of flow coating setup and image of setup in use. 
Figure 4. Particle order increases as voltage increases (4V, 10V, 14V).  Particle spacing 
decreases as concentration increases (0.4%, 0.8%, 1.1%). 
Figure 6.  Particles self-organize into hexagonal structures. (0.6%, 20V) 
Figure 7.  Image of monolayer coating with multilayer stripes, and optical refraction of 
monolayer coating. 
Figure 5.  Inter-particle spacing vs electric field strength. 
Figure 8.  Amplitude of stage vs current applied to vibrating motor, and coating 
results relative to blade velocity and stage vibration amplitude. 
